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ABSTRACT
Searching is an algorithm that search a particular element in a given list of elements. Sorting Technique is frequently used in a large variety of important applications to search a particular element. Several Searching Algorithms of different time and space complexity are exist and used. This paper provides a novel searching algorithm Ternary search which is based on dividing the given elements into three parts. We also compare the Ternary search algorithm with Linear Search and Binary Search. MATLAB is used for implementation and Analysis of CPU time taken for all the three searching algorithms used. Linear search can be used with any random array but for binary search and ternary search sorted array is required. Result shows that ternary search algorithm requires less time for search any particular element.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Searching is an algorithm that search a particular element in a given list of elements. Sorting Technique is frequently used in a large variety of important applications to search a particular element. Several Searching Algorithms of different time and space complexity are exist and used. This paper discussed and compare the previously exist searching algorithms.

This paper provides a novel searching algorithm Ternary search which is based on dividing the given elements into three parts. In this paper the comparison of the Ternary search algorithm with Linear Search and Binary Search is also has been discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Related Work; Section 3 describes our modified ternary search algorithm; Conclusion and future scope in Section 4; given acknowledgments in Section 5 and all the used references are given in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
A well defined set of instructions for solving a particular kind of problem. Algorithms exist for systematically solving many types of problems like sorting, searching etc.

2.1 Linear Search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LinearSearch(int Array[], int val)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>// Search for a matching String val in the array vals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// If found, return index. If not found, return -1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int LinearSearch(int Array[ ], int val) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// Loop over all items in the array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for (int i=0; i&lt;vals.length; i++) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>// Compare items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>int rslt = val.compareTo(vals[i]);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if ( rslt == 0 ) { // Found it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return i; // Return index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return -1; // If we get this far, val was not found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Systematically enumerate all possible values and compare to value being sought. For an array, iterate from the beginning to the end, and test each item in the array.

2.1.1 Complexity Analysis of Linear Search
We can have three cases to analyze an algorithm:

Worst Case Analysis (Usually Done)
In the worst case analysis, we calculate upper bound on running time of an algorithm. We must know the case that causes maximum number of operations to be executed. For Linear Search, the worst case happens when the element to be searched (x in the above code) is not present in the array. When x is not present, the search() functions compares it with all the elements of arr[] one by one. Therefore, the worst case time complexity of linear search would be \( \Theta(n) \).

Average Case Analysis (Sometimes done)
In average case analysis, we take all possible inputs and calculate computing time for all of the inputs. Sum all the calculated values and divide the sum by total number of inputs. We must know (or predict) distribution of cases. For the linear search problem, let us assume that all cases are uniformly distributed (including the case of x not being present in array). So we sum all the cases and divide the sum by \( (n+1) \). Following is the value of average case time complexity

\[
\text{Average Case Time} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n+1} \theta(i)}{(n+1)}
\]

\[
= \theta((n + 1) \cdot (n + 2)/2)
\]

\[
= \theta(n)
\]

Best Case Analysis (Bogus)
In the best case analysis, we calculate lower bound on running time of an algorithm. We must know the case that causes minimum number of operations to be executed. In the linear search problem, the best case occurs when x is present at the
first location. The number of operations in the best case is constant (not dependent on n). So time complexity in the best case would be \( \Theta(1) \)

### 2.2 Binary Search

Quickly find an item (val) in a sorted list.

#### Procedure:
1. Init min and max variables to lowest and highest index
2. Repeat while min \( \leq \) max,
   - a. Compare item at the middle index with that being sought (val)
   - b. If item at middle, equals val, return middle
   - c. If val comes before middle, then reset max to middle-1
   - d. If val comes after middle, reset min to middle+1
3. If min > max, val not found

```java
// Search for a matching val String in the String array vals
// If found, return index. If not found, return -1
// Use binary search.
int bSearch(String val, String[] vals) {
    int min = 0;
    int max = vals.length - 1;
    int mid;
    int rslt;
    while (min <= max) {
        mid = init (min + max)/2;  // Compute next index
        rslt = val.compareTo( vals[mid] );  // Compare values
        if ( rslt == 0 ) {          // Found it
            return mid;
        }
        else if ( rslt < 0 ) {       // val is before
            max = mid - 1;           // Reset max to item
        } else {                     // val is after vals[mid]
            min = mid + 1;          // Reset min to item
        }
    }
    // If we get this far, val was not found.
    return -1;
}
```

#### Complexity Analysis of Binary Search

- **After 1st iteration, N/2 items remain (N/2^1)**
- **After 2nd iteration, N/4 items remain (N/2^2)**
- **After 3rd iteration, N/8 items remain (N/2^3)**

Search stops when items to search \( (N/2^K) \rightarrow 1 \)

i.e. \( N = 2^K \), \( \log_2(N) = K \)

Worst case: Number of iterations is \( \log_2(N) \)

It is said that Binary Search is a logarithmic algorithm and executes in \( O(\log N) \) time.

### 3. OUR MODIFIED TERNARY SEARCH ALGORITHM

In Ternary Search Algorithm we divide the given array into three equal parts. The first part contains the elements from index 0 to index \( n/3 \), second part contains the elements from index \( 2n/3 + 1 \) to \( n \) and the third part contains the elements from index \( 2n/3 + 1 \) to \( n \). The element be to search can lie in either of the three parts.

1. Init min and max variables to lowest and highest index
2. Repeat while min \( \leq \) max,
   - a. Calculate middle1 = \( (\text{min} + \text{max})/3 \) and middle2 = \( (\text{middle1} + \text{max})/2 \).
   - b. Compare item at the middle1 and middle2 index with that being sought (val)
   - c. If item at middle1 or middle2, equals val, return val found
   - d. If val comes before middle1, then reset max to middle1-1
   - e. If val comes after middle2, reset min to middle2+1
   - f. If val comes after middle1 and before middle2 then reset min to middle1+1 and max to middle2-1.
3. If min > max, val not found

#### Procedure:

3.1 Complexity Analysis of Ternary Search

After 1\textsuperscript{st} iteration, N/3 items remain (N/3\(^1\))

After 2\textsuperscript{nd} iteration, N/9 items remain (N/3\(^2\))

After 3\textsuperscript{rd} iteration, N/27 items remain (N/3\(^3\))

Search stops when items to search \( (N/3^K) \rightarrow 1 \)

i.e. \( N = 3^K \), \( \log_3(N) = K \)

Worst case: Number of iterations is \( \log_3(N) \), which is better than binary search searching time \( \log_2(N) \)

### 4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

From the results it can be concluded that Ternary Search Algorithm is working well for all length of input values. It takes lesser CPU time than existing searching algorithm linear search and binary search. In the future more effective searching algorithm can be proposed.
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